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The purpose of this policy is to provide clear guidance as to how to ensure camper, leader, visitor and 

staff safety for summer camping programs this summer from before the Scout leaves home, the medical 

re-check process, and good personal hygiene practices and focused sanitation efforts throughout the 

week. This plan will be administered by the Camp Director and Camp Ranger along with the camp staff 

and the adult volunteer leadership at camp this summer. This plan is to be reviewed by the Scouts BSA 

Camping Committee and Council Health Supervisor.  

For the purposes of this document, a participant is any Scout, adult Leader, volunteer or staff member 

seeking entry to the camp. Essential contractors (food delivery, propane delivery, septic removal, and 

other required workers not employed by the council but that provide services essential to the operation 

of the camp) shall be required to maintain social distancing when performing work at camp.  

Before your unit leaves home for camp. 

1. Before leaving for camp, participants should complete the Pre-Event Medical Screening 

Checklist Self-Assessment Tool (appendix A). This tool is designed to begin the medical 

screening process before participants arrive at camp and to prevent potentially ill individuals 

from being turned away at camp.  

2. If you are from an “at risk” group including but not limited to:  Being over age 65 or having 

asthma or other respiratory illness consult your healthcare provider before coming to camp. 

3. It is recommended your unit does not travel to camp in large groups.  Consider not taking a 

troop bus or 15 passenger van to camp this summer.  If your unit does use a bus, please use 

social distancing and have only one person per seat.  Don’t pack people in vehicles.  Have space 

between passengers.  For example, 2 people in the back seat vs. 3.  Facemask should be worn 

while in vehicle.  It is recommended you travel by the patrols that the Scout will be working 

closely with all week. 

4. Scouts should make and bring a facemask to camp (one for each day) and wear them when with 

groups of people not in your own troop (merit badge classes etc.) 

5. Each Scout should wash their hands prior to leaving.   

6. If possible, each Scout should have their own personal supply of hand sanitizer. 

7. It is recommended that each tent only has one Scout sleeping it and that Scouts do not 

congregate together in the same tent.  No more than 2 Scouts will be allowed to share a tent 

and where possible these Scouts should be siblings.  If 2 Scouts are in a tent, they should sleep 

head to toe rather than nose to nose. 

8. To avoid long wait times, your unit will be assigned a check in time for your units for arrival.  This 

will be communicated to your unit before camp. 

9. We are working with medical personnel to help conduct camp physicals if needed (Part C).  We 

recommend your Scouts talk to their primary care physician about doing a virtual visit.  If you 
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need assistance, please let the office know.  A sports physical within one year may be 

considered by your primary care physician but need to be put on Part C form. 

Participant Arrival Procedure 

1. Vehicles will be met in the parking lot by an adult staff member, trained and designated by the 

Health Officer, who will inquire if passengers in the vehicle are healthy and if they have been 

experiencing any flu like symptoms. If passengers are found to be healthy, they will be allowed 

to continue to medical re-checks. If any passenger complains of flu like symptoms they will be 

turned away.  

2. Camp medical health officer is an M.D. 

3. Everyone will wash hands in restroom facility or handwashing station in parking lot before doing 

medical recheck. 

4. In addition to the standard medical re-check procedure, each arriving participant will have their 

temperature taken.  Participants found to have temperatures over 100.4○ F will be asked to 

leave and should be kept in quarantine until they are picked up from camp. In addition to the 

standard screening questions as part of the medical re-check process, participants should be 

asked the following questions (based on the Pre-Event Medical Screening Tool):  

- Have you traveled outside of the state within the last 14 days?  

- Have you had contact with anyone confirmed to have the COVID-19 virus in the last 

14 days?  

- Are you experiencing any of the following symptoms: fever greater than 100.4 

degrees, difficulty breathing, or coughing? Have you had any of these symptoms 

within the last 14 days? 

The responses to these questions as well as the participant’s temperature should be 

documented on a form attached to the participant’s medical record.  

5. Individuals found to be non-symptomatic and who pass the medical screening will be given their 

participant wristband and should be allowed to participate while maintaining social distancing 

and good personal hygiene practices. A passed medical screening means:  

a. No temperature over 100.4 

b. No vomiting or diarrhea in the past 24 hours 

c. Completed Annual Health and Medical Record parts A, B, and C.  

 

Participant Hygiene Practices while at Camp 

1. All program areas shall be equipped with hand sanitizer or soap and potable water for 

handwashing. Camp staff shall ensure participants wash their hands on entering their program 

area.  

2. Between program sessions, staff shall disinfect community surfaces with a 1:10 bleach solution 

which should be allowed to dry naturally. 

3. A schedule will be set up for twice a day bathroom and shower cleaning vs. once per day. 
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4. Camp staff will reemphasize training to units on proper dishwashing techniques including 

washing, rinsing, and sanitizing of dishes.  They will also reemphasize proper food handling 

practices including washing hands prior to cooking and how to avoid cross contamination. 

5. Facemask should be worn while cooking, cleaning, and while in merit badge classes or other 

group activities. 

6. Menus for camp-wide meals on Sunday and Friday will be altered so they can be prepared in 

admin building and safely transported to your unit campsite for consumption. 

7. Participants shall be provided supplies to sanitize community surfaces within their campsite 

daily.  

8. Participants that have been sent home due to medical concerns may be allowed to return after 

symptoms subside and they have been evaluated by a medical professional and been found fit 

to return to camp (doctor’s note required). 

9. Since the camp wide meal area will not be used this year, additional tables will be taken to 

program areas and campsites to help facilitate social distancing during meals and programs. 

10. Have cooks serve food to participants vs. passing around family style. 

Program changes and highlights: 

1. Aquatics: 

a. Only one unit will be allowed at the waterfront at a time for swim checks and during 

open swim. 

b. Lifesaving Merit Badge has been cancelled as social distancing requirements cannot be 

met while taking this merit badge.  Some requirement for swimming merit badge will 

not be able to be completed for the same reasons. 

2. Flag Ceremonies:  Each unit is encouraged to have both a flag raising and flag lowering 

ceremony each day in your campsite.  Each unit will be assigned at least 1 ceremony during the 

week they can be part of the camp flag raising and/or lowering ceremonies in the parade 

grounds.   

3. Eagle Trail:  Will be limited to 20 participants each week and will be broken down into 2 groups 

of 10.  A waiting list will be developed once class capacity has been reached.  We will then work 

to rearrange our staff and other volunteers to accommodate the wait list to the best of our 

ability. 

4. Merit Badges: 

a. All merit badge classes will be limited to 10 people or less.  A waiting list will be 

developed once class capacity has been reached.  We will then work to rearrange our 

staff and other volunteers to accommodate the wait list to the best of our ability. 

b. Leatherwork and Woodcarving merit badges will be limited to 5 people in each class. 

5. Campfire programs: 

a. We can fit 65 people in the council ring on seats and achieve social distancing.  We can 

fit additional members around the edges with lawn chairs or on blankets.  In smaller 

weeks we will be able to use this alternative.  In larger weeks, we will have a “traveling” 

campfire program in each unit’s campsite.   

6. Cuyuna Arcade: 

a. The GaGa Ball pit and Human Foosball court will be closed for this season. 
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b. The giant connect-four for and giant chess board remain open; but face mask must be 

worn, and social distancing observed. 

7. Outpost:  Outpost participation and availability will be limited but don’t have additional 

information at this time.  The fishing outpost will be limited based on the number of youths we 

can have on the fishing dock at the same time. 

8. Trading Post:  Only 4 individuals will be allowed in the trading post at once in addition to the 

staff member.  Remaining customers should wait outside and as one person leaves another may 

enter.  Facemask should be worn while in the trading post. 

9. Water Carnival Evening activities:  These events are being reworked and re-organized so that 

youth may participate by social distancing procedures can be achieved.   

10. Friendship Fires:  We will not be having friendship fires in 2020 however we do encourage your 

unit to conduct its own program that evening within the campsite.  Camp staff members will 

also come around with a special program. 

11. Chapel Services:  Staff members will come to campsite to conduct chapel services.   

12. Severe weather:  If it becomes necessary to travel to storm tubes or storm shelters, facemask 

should be worn while in the shelter.  Extra supplies will be available if Scout does not bring from 

tent and area will be sanitize after use. 

13. Scoutmaster Coffee:  We ask that only one adult leader from each troop attends each day for 

the meeting portion.  Please feel free to stop by for a cup.  Additional leaders may come for the 

Scout Executive Fireside Chat on Thursday if they wish. 

14. Scoutmaster steak fry:  Steaks will be pre-cooked to allow for social distancing and not 

congregating around the fire pit.   

 

 End of Session Sanitation Procedures 

1. The camp staff shall disinfect campsite community surfaces with a 1:10 bleach solution including 

latrines, tables, and restroom / shower facilities paying attention to community surfaces 

including faucets, handles, light switches and doorknobs.  

2. Program area staff shall disinfect community surfaces within their program areas including door 

handles, light switches, tool handles, paddle handles, vehicles etc. This disinfection will be spot 

checked by the Health Officer and the Camp Ranger.  

3. Following disinfection of campsites and program areas, staff shall return to their sleeping 

quarters to disinfect community surfaces including light switches, faucets, door handles, etc.  
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Additional Camp Supplies 

- Bleach 

- Rags or towels for wiping surfaces (wash between uses)  

- Hand soap or hand sanitizer for all campsites and program areas  

- Spray bottles for all program areas 

- Weed sprayers for end of session sanitation 

- Gloves for participants to use while disinfecting 

- Reliable oral thermometer with disposable probe covers 

- 91% alcohol for sanitizing guns and archery equipment. 

- Rubber gloves 

- Bulk bandana’s and rubber bands for facemask. 

- MSDA sheets in program areas for bleach and hand sanitizer.  

 

Additional Resources 

BSA National Publication 680-103 Prevention of Communicable Diseases in Scouting: Recommendations 

for Unit and Council Event Leaders 

BSA National Publication 680-102 Pre-Event Medical Screening Checklist 

BSA National Publication 34416 Guide to Safe Scouting 
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Appendix A  

Pre-Event Medical Self-Screening Tool  

This tool is to assist leaders and parents in identifying potentially communicable diseases in advance of 

event participation. The self-screening process is designed to be used with each participant to review 

their current health status before departing for an event. Similar questions will be asked of participants 

on arrival to the event.   

Has the participant had any of the following within the last 72 hours?  

✓ Fever of 100.4○ F  

✓ Vomiting 

✓ Difficulty Breathing 

✓ Diarrhea 

✓ Contact with someone known to have a communicable disease 

If the participant has one or more of these he or she should stay home.  A 100% refund will be given. 

Has the participant had any of the following symptoms within the last 24 hours?  

✓ Unexplained extreme fatigue or muscle aches 

✓ Rash 

✓ Cough 

✓ Sore throat 

✓ Open sore 

If the participant has experienced two or more of these symptoms he or she should stay home. If they 

have one of these symptoms, consider having him or her stay home. If the Scout does participate in the 

event, activity limitations or medical restrictions should be clearly documented on the participant’s 

medical form.  

Participants who become ill at the event will not be allowed to return until they are cleared by a 

healthcare provider 

Adapted from BSA National Publication 680-102 Pre-Event Medical Screening Checklist 


